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Abstract

The present paper is an attempt to apply the aut-
hors’ experiences of their work in validation of rule
based systems (of. (Knauf, Abel, Jantke ~nd Gon-
zalez 1998). (Knauf, .lantke, Abd anti Philippow
1997), (Abel, Knauf, and Gonzalez 1996), (Abel 
Gonzalez 1997b), (Herrmann, .lantkc, and Knauf
1997), and (,lantke, Knauf and Abel 1997),t:.g.) 
c~e based systems.
The objective of this work is both to coil: tip with a
framework for validation of c~Lse b&,~ed systems and
to attswer I, he question how the knowledge represen-
tation anti the problem solving paradigm intltiences
the validation technology of an AI systent.
It turns out, that the gcnerM steps of test case va-
lidation (test cruse generation, test case experimen-
tation, evaluation, validity assessment, and system
refinement), which are performed in cycles, can and
should be the same for both parazligms, but lhe rea-
lization of Ihe partictilar steps scents to be different.

Most of the steps can be performed with less ex-
pendittire and less hnnmtt support for case based
systems than for rule based systems. Gcm.r’,dly,
the more zL knowledge representatiott level is explicit
and abstract, the more the validation of the .~ystem
seems to be complicated.

Introduction
There is no doubt about the necessity of an integra-
ted approach towards validation of complex systems.
In (Wise and Wise 19!)3) e.g. the authors clearly point
out. that the lack of verification and validation approa-
ches becomes sooner or later the limiting [hctor in the
application or compl(,x systems.

In the topical literature there are several concepts
of verilication and validation. Ilere, we follow (Bo(,-
hm 1984) and (O’Keefe and O’Leary 1993) and tlisl.it,-
guishverification and t,alidalioa by the two circumscrip-
tions of building the system 7~ghf and building lhe right
system, respectively. This perspective is illustrated in
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sprat, of the authors" earlyer papers ((Abel and (lon-
zalez 1997b), (Jantke, Knauf and Abel 1997), (Kaauf,
Jantke, Abel ;rod Philippow 1997))and is acceptc, d 
many el her nut hers.

F’or AI systems, particttlarly, validation is more im-
portant thau for ot her systems which can often be eva-
luat.ed just by verilieation.

There arc, a few general approaches for validation of
A I systems. The authors" favorite approach is or((lined
i,, (,hmtke, Knauf and Abf,l 1997). It’s based ou the
fuudamenl als described in (Knau f. ,lant ke, A hrl aml
Philipi)ow 1997), e.g. and it (’ottsists of 5 sh,ps, namely:

I. Test case generation
Genorate and optimize a set of tost. input combina-
tiotts (test data) that will simulate the inputs to 
sc,en by the system in actual operation. We refer to
the pairs (lest dala. expected ottlp~d) a8 test cases.

2. Test case experimentation

In carlyer approaches of the authors this stc.p con-
sists of exercising the resulting set of test c~mes
(from step / at,eve) by the intelligent system as well
as by the one or more validating experts in order t.o
obtain and document the responses to each test ca-
se by the w~rious sourct,s. Here, there is no need to
involve experts c]irectly.

3. Ev;duation

"[’his step interprets the results of the experimen-
tation stG~p and del.ermines errors attributed to the
system and reports it in an inforttml way.

4. Validity assessment
This step analyzes tile results reported above and
reaches conclusions about the validity el" the system.

5. System refinement
ht order to improve the final system, this step provi-
ties guidance on how to correct the errors detected
in the system as a result of the previous 4 steps.
This, hopefully, leads to an improved system.

These steps are iterative in nature, where the process
can be conducted again after the improvements have
been tnadc. Figure 1 i]lustratcs the steps outlined here.
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Figure 1: Steps in the Proposed Validation Process

The authors feel that particular paradigms of know-
ledge representation and problem solving require par-
ticular approaches to validation. Generally, this fra-
mework seems to be useful for all kinds of paradigms.
However, it has to be refined for case based systems.
Thus, the objective of the present paper is to introduce
some first ideas of a technique for case based systems
and to piont out the common issues and differences.

Characteristics of Case Based Systems

The knowledge representation of case-based reasoning
systems (CBR systems) consists of just a library with
cases (respectively, problems to be solved) with known
solutions: symptoms with associated diagnoses: requi-
red process states with control instructions to reach it,
system requirements with system compositions to meet
it, e.g.

The problem solving paradigm of CBI~ systems con-
sits of

1. the retrieval of a case out of the library, which is
most similar to the given one,

2. the adaption of the solution from the case library
towards a solution of a currently presented case, and

3. the update of the case library, i.e. the technique
of adding and/or removing cases to/from the case
library.

The core of the latter function is a learning problem: to
add new cases usually means to learn some new know-
ledge. A very special class of learning problems, which
is case-based learning of a formal language, is already
pretty well researched, and there are even tools to va-
lidate the case-based learning principle (of. (Beick and
Jantke 1998)).

Applying the General Framework to
Case Based Systems

Test Case Generation

CBR systems, by their nature, have a built-in set of test
cases in their case library. These cases can and should
be used (under consideration of the techinques of test
case experimentation outlined below) as test cases as
well:

1. The main reason to use the cases of the library as a
basis for test cases is, that these cases are "real life
cases", i.e. they come from practice or, at least they
are deemed to be correct. Thus, the probability to
have really representative cases is very high.

2. Furthermore, these cases have a known solution, i.e.
there seems to be no need to involve experts in the
evaluation procedure.

On the other hand, there might be some disadvantages
of using them as test cases: Of course, a CBR system
should deliver the solution of the case in the case base,
if we use exactly this case as a test case. Thus, we can’t
evaluate whether the system delivers good solutions for
other cases and, which is the real core of this question,
whether the system has

1. a qualified similarity concept (a qualified case re-
trieval function)..

2. a qualified concept of adapting a case solution from
the case library towards a solution of a currently
presented (test) case, i.e. a qualified case solution
adaptation function, and

3. a qualified concept of putting up new cases and re-
moving historical cases (a qualified case base npda-
ring function).
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But these are disadvantages only at first glance. The
first two of the. questions above are answered by the me-
thodology proposed in (Gonzalez, Xu and Gupta 1997).
I-Iowever, the last one does not.

In the following section we adopt the ideas of (Gonza-
Icz, Xu and Gupta 1997) and suggest, SOnle refinements
as well as an idea to validate the case base updating
function.

Test Case Experimentation

In (Gonzalez, Xu and (3upta 1997) e.g. the authors
introduce a so called Case Library .h’.ubs(l l’csl (CLST)
technique. It is devi&’d into the steps

1. Retrieval Test, which is inteuded to f’wduate the
similarity concept and

2. Adaptalitrn Tesl, wl,ich is to(ended to evaluate the
concept of adapting a solution of the case library
towards a solution of tile presented ca.se.

For both of those teStS the ca.ses in the case library
serw~ as test. cases as w~’ll. Here, we introduce these
tests, suggest some retinernents and introduce a third
test. wlfich is the Updating Tcsl.

Dilferently from the general way (sketched in the iu-
troductiol, section of this paper), we do not need the
support of human experts here because we have test ca-
ses with known solutions. Further refinements of this
technique may introduce sonic doubt iu the correctness
of this solutions and include the experts again.

The Retrieval Test In (Gonzalez, Xu and Gupta
1997) the Retrieval Test has I)[~en successfully passed,
if the (’.BR system indicates the historical case in the
case library as the most similar one to the I)resented
test case. which has been cloned from it. Theor~’tically.
this is pretty natural.

The fact (,hat the ~ulthors suggest this kind of test
indicates, that this may not always happt’n in practice.
Systems which don’t find an identical case as the most.
similar one, have a poor simila,’ity concept, indeed.

The authors fc,.el: that this test can’t really t,~st the
entire similarity concept; it just imlicates, that this con-
cept works fine in cast, of identity, which is just a special
case of sinfilarity.

Here, we suggest a relined retrieval test. fimction on
a very gener~d level. Of course, it has to be refined de-
pending on the similarity concept. Usually, similarities
are

¯ either just, flat scalar values, which indicate so-
mehow a "distance" between two cases in a "case
space

¯ or structured terms, which indicate the :’most sp~
cial tcmplate’, which fits on two (or more) cases.

A very practical example for the latter concept, can be
found in (Jant.ke and Arnold 1997). Per both concepts
there is (at least a partial) binary ordering relation 
between (at least) two cases of the case base UB.

Thus, the st, ggested Retrieval Test runs as follows:
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1. Remove a case out of lhe case base and use it as a
test case.

2. Present. this casc to the CBR system and ask it for
the. most similar case in the (remaining) case base.

3. If the sclected case of the case base is not the most
similar one, the system failed the Retrieval Test for
this test case.
Otherwise do the following:

(a) Temporarily add a more similar case to the case
base and ask again for the most similar case.

(b) If the sysleln found this added case now as the
most similar one, tile system passed the R.etrieval
Test for this test. case. ()lherwise it failed.

All these steps have to be carrie.d out for tqwh of the
library cases, of course.

Tim Adaptation Test ’[’he Adaptation Test descri-
bed in (Gonzalez. Xu and Gupta 1997) runs as follows:
The tcsl case set is the same as in the Retrieval Test.
However, before presenting a test case to the system,
its historical (and identical} case is removed from the
c~Lse library.

The output of this test contains retriewyd cases and
their solutions. The built-in adaptation function forms
a final solution for the presented test, c~se, which can
be compared with the (known) correct solution of this
case. If the formed solution is the same a.s the one of
the removed case, the Adaptation Test has been passed
for this test case, otherwise it has been failed.

Of course, fllrthcr refinements are imagible here as
wall, but the authors feel, that this strongly depends
on the nature of the solutions and cannot be done on a
general level.

["or examplc, the term "’the same solution as the one
of the remow’d case" can Im "softened" by introducing
a similarity concept for the solutions as well.

The Updating Test This test is almther refinement
of lhe technique proposed in (Gonzalez, Xu and Gupta
1997), but it is not really different from the tests above.

If
1. the P~’trieval ’_lest. came up with tile "most similar

case", which is "very unsinfilar" (tile "distance" in
the "case space" is larger than a pro-defined mini-
real similarity or the structured term describing the
similarity is just a variable, e.g.) or

2. the Adaptation Test was not able to form the cor-
rect solution,

the.n there is is a strong indication to add the presented
case to the case library.

If the built-in updating function followed this indica-
tion, the Updating Test has been passed for the consi-
tiered test case, otherwise it has been failed.

Evaluation and Validity Assessment
There are several ways to estimate the C.BR system’s
validity, which dilfer in their "’structureness" of the vali-
dity statement. The most inlbrnaative way is reporting



1. the cases which failed the Retrieval Test,

2. the cases which failed the Adaptation Test,

3. the cases which failed the Updating Test together
with the cases, which the Updating Test indicated
asl update for, and

4. the entire set of test cases.

Another way is to report all statistical interpretation
of the protocol, i.e.

1. a Retrieval Ability, which is the number or cases
which failed the Retrieval Test divided by the total
number of test cases,

2. all Adaptation Ability, which is the number of ca-
ses which failed the Adaptation Test divided by the
total number of test cases, and

3. all Updalin.q Abilily, which is the number of cast’s
which failed the Updating Test divided by the num-
ber of test cases, for which the Updating ’rest indi-
cated an update.

System Refinement

For CBR systems that support the updating function.
wc cannot suggest detailed rcfinement activities. The
only thing which can be done with the results of the
tcsts above is to let the systems’ disigners know. whcre
are t he weaknesses of the systcm, i.e. which of the three
functions didn’t work satisfactory and tbr which test
cases this was the cas~:.

For CBR systems, which do not support the updating
fimction, refinement activities should consist in making
the ca.sc base "more representative’, i.e. in collecting
new cases for thc library and performing the trst abow,
again.

Summary and Conclusions

Case based reasoning is a pretty comlnon method of
problem solving, lIumans usually solve a certain class
of problems in a casc based manner: architects look for
similar designs and modify it to become a solution for
the current problem, authors of Weblmges look for simi-
lar pages and modify it towards the required one, disign
engineers often do their job in a case based manner ....

IIowever, the general steps of validation of case ba-
sed reasoning systems should bc the same as the steps
described by the authors in (Knauf, Abel, Jantke and
Gonzalez 1998) for the validation of rule based systems,
but the realization of the particular steps is very diffe-
rent.

The main advantage of solving problems in a case
based mariner is that there is no ueed for an explicit
krmwledge representation. Thus, there is even no need
for explicit knowlege, i.e. the knowledge has not to be
convertcd to an abstract and general level.

Validation with test cases mcans to apply the know-
ledge in a knowledge base to concrete particular pro-
blems, i.e. cases. In case of rulc based systems flnding

test cases means to translate the general-level knowled-
ge cxpressed as rules down to concrete knowledge ex-
pressed as test cases and their expected solutions. This
translatiorl process needs a lot of expertise which leads
to the "reasonable" set of test cases. In contrast, fin-
ding test cases for case based systems can be performed
hy simply using the cases of the case base.

The test case experimentation of case based systems
has the advantagc that the expected solutions, which
are deemcd to be correct, are available. This is not
true for rule based systems. Here, we have to find out
sohttions, which are deemed to be correct, in a very
complicated process of asking more or less competent
human experts.

The comparation of the evaluation, validity as-
sessmcnt, and system refinement steps of both para-
digms is still not very well considered by the authors.
However, these steps seem to be less costly for case
based systems than for rule based systems as well.

A summary of common and different issues is outli-
ncd in table 1.

However, the validation of case based systems is still
not very well researched by the authors, and there are
a lot of questions left, for example:

¯ I-Iow can we test the coveragc of the "problem
space" by the case library?

¯ llow can the tcrm "consistency" of a case library be
defined?

¯ How can be tested, whether thc updating function
keeps a case base consistently?

¯ llow can we handle the dynamic character of case
based systems?

The latter question is very substantial. Case based sy-
stems typically change over time. This is intended, and
it is a crucial feature of case based systcms. Conse-
quently, the behavior of these systcms normally chan-
ges over time. This has at least two implications:

l. Without modifying the criteria, a case based system
which is valid today might be invalid tomorrow and
vice w~rsa.

2. There might be a need to look at. the validity pro-
blem differently over time.

All this, usually, does not apply to rule based systems.
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